good news

get on board.

100% recycled

This is our standard and most popular paper for traditional tabloids and broadsheets. Completely recycled and made from UK-sourced material with a wide range of environmental certifications. It is also produced locally, just 60 miles away from our printing press by Palm Paper, meaning transport related emissions are relatively low.
100% or nothing

100% in the loop

Working with design agency Studio Small, Fred Perry Quarterly is a tabloid newspaper inspired by the gritty feel of self-published zines and the ‘golden era’ of magazines like the NME. A unique way to promote their four fashion releases each year.

“The newspaper is a super cost-effective way to do mass print in an age of digital. It’s enticing to look at but not too precious — customers feel comfortable picking it up and reading it.”

100% escapism

Lifestyle brand P&Co use a newspaper to showcase their products and give customers a peek into what goes on behind the scenes of each collection. “It’s the perfect opportunity to take a few minutes out of your day, grab a coffee and explore the latest goings on at P&Co,” they say.

“We’ve experimented with many formats in the past — from postcards to risoprint zines — but the tabloid format is the perfect mix of traditional print and speed of online services.”

100% self-care

Body care brand Oui The People is shifting the conversation around beauty with their “damn good products to help you feel amazing in your own skin, as you are.” They share ingredients, interviews, and wellness tips in a tabloid newspaper, which gives their customers “a break from digital” content. They say one of the best things about the format is the space to use “big and bold type” to get their message of empowerment and inclusivity across.

“We plan to create one every quarter to highlight and keep our audience engaged and in-the-know about our ingredients, fun interviews, and tips for happy skin and mind.”
100% rested

Bedding brand Secret Linen Store always wants “to go above and beyond to surprise our customers.” Their quarterly newspaper The Bed Spread does just that.

“Our customers love it. It is totally unexpected for them and we often get comments on social media, in reviews or even phone calls appreciating the little touches.”

100% invested

Newsprint is a great way to get customers invested in your community as online grocer Farmdrop does with their newspaper, where they share recipes, foraging guides and news from their team. “Having something physical is a nice expression of our brand,” says designer Georgie Nash.

“Because we’re a small and personal business, it’s also an opportunity to show staff faces and their picks on everything from food to podcasts.”

100% real

Non-alcoholic drinks brand Seedlip named their quarterly newspaper after Beasley Farm, their farm lab in the Lincolnshire Wolds. The publication celebrates British woodlands and the outdoors, so Seedlip had no interest in making Beasley Journal “a precious item that lounged around on coffee tables,” says designer Ed Collins.

“We wanted creases and folds, ink marks, grubby fingerprints. We also wanted printing that reflected the simple ethos of the farm — Newspaper Club was the perfect answer.”
TRADITIONAL 52gsm RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

Compare print quality and colours across each of our paper types.

LETTERS COULD FILL IN IF YOU USE A SMALL POINT SIZE ON TOP OF A COLOURED BACKGROUND SO USE A BOLD WEIGHT!